Dear sir or madam,

you can find subsequently the invoicing details for EU and non-EU-countries especially for tax affairs of Chemnitz University of Technology.

**Billing address:** Chemnitz University of Technology
09107 Chemnitz

epayment@tu-chemnitz.de

**Details for EU-countries:**

Please mention the VAT-number of Chemnitz University of Technology (DE140857609) and your VAT-number at the invoice and make sure that the invoice shows only the net amount according to the reverse-charge-mechanism of the European union for a taxfree intra-community service.
The recipient of the service (Chemnitz University of Technology) is liable for the payment of VAT to the tax authority.

**Details for non-EU-countries:**

Please mention the VAT-number of Chemnitz University of Technology (DE140857609) at the invoice and make sure that the invoice shows only the net amount according to the reverse-charge-mechanism for a taxfree service. The recipient of the service (Chemnitz University of Technology) is liable for the payment of VAT to the tax authority.

Yours sincerely

Land
Head of Accounting
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